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AEROSPACE VEHICLE PROJECT ACTION
The aerospace vehicle assignment, transfer or termination instructions on the back of this form apply to gaining and losing commands, Defense plant representatives, and system program managers.
10. COORDINATION
OFFICE SYMBOL
NAME
OFFICE SYMBOL
NAME
11. NEW/CURRENT AEROSPACE VEHICLE PROJECT ASSIGNMENTS
e. RECIPIENT
12. AMENDMENT TO CURRENT AEROSPACE VEHICLE PROJECT ASSIGNMENTS
a. CANCELED
CHANGES REQUIRED
INSTRUCTIONS
1. From: A4LM
2. Signature: Signature of approver
3. To: AF AVDO
4. Date: Date of request (yyyymmdd)
5. Internal Coordination: Name of AF/A4LM person processing the request.
6. Date: Date of approval (yyyymmdd)
7. Project Number: MTC-9F-175 (MTC=MAJCOM / 9F= Fiscal Year (2019) A/C (F-16) / 175= next sequential number)
8. MDS: Aircraft Type (F-16C)
9. Config ID: Utilized by AF Programming (Optional)
10. Coordination: Office Symbol and Name of Point of Contact from the organization (Required organizations on all forms are the following: AFMC
11. New/Current Aerospace Vehicle Project Assignment:
a. Quantity: Total number of tail number or serial numbers assigned to the AF Form 913
b. Program Element Code: sample is the following: 020315F REMIS requires two zeros in front of the first and second numbers.
c. Purpose Code: Assignment Purpose codes in AFI 16-402 Attachment 4 and AFI 21-103 Attachment 17
d. Source: Owning organization prior to transfer. Normally one of the following New Production or MAJCOM or outside organization like USN or NASA
e. Recipient:
Interim: (Temporary Assignment not commonly used)
Final: Gaining organization once the transfer is complete. Should match project command code for active aircraft and most inactive.
f. Method of Delivery: Usually flight or ground transportation. Other Services are exploring the use of barge. (optional)
12. Amendment to Current Aerospace Vehicle Project Assignment:
a. Canceled: (Yes=if transfer is no longer going to occur / No=transfer is still expected to occur)
b. Program Element Code: If additional need to be added or changed from what was in 11b, otherwise leave blank.
c. Source: If different or additional MAJCOMs or agencies needs to be added from 11d, otherwise leave blank.
d. Recipient: Rarely used because a different project normally is created. Leave blank if no changes.
e. Quantity: New total quantity of aircraft added or removed from the project. The most common reason for an amendment. If there is no changes to the quantity leave blank.
f. Purpose Code: Only for new or additional assignment purpose code, but otherwise leave blank.
g. Method of Delivery: Not always used but if method of delivery is changing from ground instead to flight could be updated.
13. Tail/Serial Numbers Assigned to this Project: List of all tail/serial number assigned to the project once all transfers have been completed.
14. Amended Tail Numbers: List of tail numbers being added or removed from the project.
15. Instructions: Standard statements are available for specific types of 913s. They include POC and Policy information about demilitarization and reclamation project requirements.
16. Current Force Structure TAI for Active Aircraft Only: Total Active Inventory (TAI) from the most recently published Force Structure Worksheet President's Budget broken down by purpose code and for multiple MAJCOMs if applicable.
17. Remarks: Any information that helps explain background to what is going on. Standard active aircraft transfers often do not require a lot of information. Additional POC information is helpful for inactive aircraft. Helpful to provide DoD Accounting Codes or SRAN for transfers within DoD.
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